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Muslim Author
Finds the True God
He Knew Had To Be
There Somewhere
There are an estimated 6 million
Muslims in the U.S. They are here
for a variety of reasons but they have
one thing in common. They are all
deceived by their religion.
Mohammad Al Ghazoli, in his newly
released book, Christ, Muhammad
and I, writes: “I am someone at whose
door a brother knocked and said, ‘have
you read the Qur’an and Muhammad’s
sayings (Al Hadith) in depth? After
reading, I was stricken with a severe
intellectual headache…” For ten years
he wandered, giving up on the religion
of his family. But he still felt that there
had to be a God somewhere.
“While I was lost as far as the
Islamic religion is concerned,” he says,
“a born-again Christian put a Bible
in my hands, and said ‘Read.’” He
See Everything... on Page 7
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Even when a Muslim performs ritual
prayers 5 times a day he can never be
sure his god is pleased with him.

Evolution’s Big Lie
Looking More Absurd
When Neil Armstrong guided the lunar
lander down toward the surface of the
moon in 1970 he had many concerns.
One of those was Cosmologist Isaac
Asimov’s prediction in 1958: “I get a
picture, of the first spaceship picking out
a nice level place for landing purposes,
coming slowly downward tail-first and
sinking majestically out of sight.”
Asimov had calculated that, if the
moon had been around a few billion
years, it would be covered with a layer
of cosmic dust several miles thick. That,
of course, is why NASA first sent an
unmanned lander that found, to Asimov’s
surprise, only two or three inches of dust.
And we are all familiar with pictures of
Armstrong’s footprints in the shallow
lunar dirt.
Evolutionists depend heavily on huge
eons of time to allow for all the happy
accidents necessary for life to evolve
from the primordial soup. Yet they keep
bumping into evidence that the earth is
less than 10,000 years old.

See Evolution... on Page 6

“Am I therefore become your enemy, because I tell you the truth?” Galatians 4:16
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Mormon President Pushes Book
of Mormon Fiction
Gordon B. Hinckley, 96-year-old president of the Mormons, told the biannual
meeting of the Latter Day Saints that the
Book of Mormon contains a valid account
of Christ’s dealings with the American
Indians. This “valid account” claims that
a group of Jews called the Jaredites came
to America from the Middle East at the
time of the tower of Babel. None of them
survived being eventually destroyed by
wars.
Another group from the Hebrew tribes
of Manasseh and Ephraim migrated to
America around 589 BC. They supposedly split into two groups, the
Nephites and the Lamanites. The first
were also destroyed by war but the

Lamanites became ancestors of the Native
Americans, according to the Book of
Mormon account.
Author Thomas Heinze points out in his
book, Answers To My Mormon Friends,
that there is no clear historical or archeological evidence supporting this tale. By
contrast, “Many cities mentioned in the
Bible have indeed been uncovered by
archeologists just where the Bible said.”
Mormons have long sought to verify
scientifically the Book of Mormon story.
Overwhelming evidence has accumulated
indicating that the story is pure fiction.
At one point they claimed that the
Smithsonian Institution used the Book
of Mormon as a guide to almost all of
See Where... on Page 4

Catholics Told: ‘You Can’t
Understand The Bible’
When you witness to a Roman
Catholic, he will probably tell you he
is a Christian and that his “church” is
based on the Bible. However, if you
encourage him to read the Bible, he may
decline. One young Catholic lady told a
soul winner: “If I read the Bible, I may
interpret it wrong. If I have a problem, I
go to my priest and follow his council and
I am okay.”
In other words, the Catholic church
is based on the Bible only as interpreted
by the Priest. There are many parallels
between the Pharisees in Jesus’ day and
modern Roman Catholicism.
Jesus told the Pharisees that they had
made the word of God of no effect by
their tradition. (Mark 7) The Jewish
leaders of Christ’s day had set themselves up as the final interpreters of the
Scriptures and developed an elaborate set
of traditions. Jesus had some very harsh

words for these leaders.
Roman Catholicism boasts that it also
has a tradition called the “Magisterium.”
It claims that this is the “Teaching Office”
of the pope and the bishops. Catholic
laymen are told they cannot personally
understand the Bible well enough to
correctly interpret it. They must go to
Mother Church to find out what the Bible
really says.
Over the centuries, Papal decrees,
ecumenical councils and conferences of
bishops have built up a vast body of tradition that effectively redirects the people
away from basic biblical teachings. As
with the Pharisees, they have “made the
word of God of none effect.”
Central to this body of tradition is the
Eucharist. By declaring that it becomes
the actual body, blood and divinity of
Jesus when blessed by the priest, they
See Tradition on page 7
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Short-Term Mission to—Alaska?
Church Finds New Way to Share Gospel
Soul winners continue to find unique
ways to get the gospel into the hands
of the unsaved. Pastor Reg Kelley of
Liberty Faith Bible Church, Norwood,
MO, was on a cruise to Alaska. When the
cruise ships docked, thousands of people
would pour off the ships to explore the
town. God spoke to him that they needed
a welcoming committee with information
about the town and, of course, a gospel
message.
When he returned home, he placed a
challenge before his congregation to rent a
house for the summer in Ketchikan, where
teams from his church could spend a week
meeting the 8000 people a day who came
off the cruise ships. The people caught
the vision and by the end of the summer,
they had placed 140,000 Chick gospel
tracts in the hands of the tourists who
came to Ketchikan.
Along with the tracts, they prepared
a top quality brochure of the attractions
in Ketchikan and a Bible message on a
CD. Pastor Kelley says he felt like they
were “reaching the world” because tourists from all over the globe were on those
ships.
Churches encourage their members to
do “short term missions” going to foreign
countries to help build a church building, dig a well or help a school. Pastor

Kelley’s church has come up with a
unique variation on this. Are there similar
events or gatherings that you know of
where hundreds or thousands of gospel
messages can easily be placed into the
hands of unbelievers?
When it comes to ships, other soul
winners have used gospel tracts in a
variety of languages to minister to shipping crews who load and unload cargo
at ports around the country. These ships
often welcome visitors aboard and are
glad to receive literature in their languages. Do you live by a port where a ministry like this could be developed?
Besides tracts, Pastor Kelley also has
a ministry to truckers. He has developed
a network of contacts throughout the
country where his church sends copies of
sermons on CD. These are placed at truck
stops in displays that say, “FREE—TAKE
ONE.” Several thousand CDs a month
flow through this system into the truck
cabs where bored drivers spend hours
every day. The church then receives calls
from cell phones with drivers asking for
prayer or more information about the
Bible.
These days, it is hard to get some
people into the church. But with a little
thought, we can take the gospel to them.

Did The Catholic Church
Give Us The Bible?
Which Bible? The one WITH mistakes
or the one WITHOUT mistakes?

160 pages, paperback, $8.95
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Where were the donkeys? from page 2
the major archeological discoveries
in the Western Hemisphere. Queries
to the Smithsonian brought this “diplomatic” response: “The Smithsonian
Institution has never used the Book of
Mormon in any way as a scientific guide.
Smithsonian archeologists see no connection between the archeology of the New
World and subject matter of the book…
We know of no authentic cases of ancient
Egyptian or Hebrew writing having been
found in the New World.”
Speaking of languages, Heinze points
out that nowhere in any of the Native
American languages do you find any
traces of Hebrew or Egyptian roots.
In addition, recent DNA testing and
other evidence firmly links the Native
Americans to Mongolian tribes, not
Hebrew.
Then there is the problem of the
animals. Book of Mormon, 1 Nephi

chapter 18 verse 25 says that the immigrants found cows, oxen, donkeys, horses
and goats in the American wilderness.
But all of the animals listed were not
native to the New World. They were all
brought by the Europeans a thousand
years after the supposed landing of the
Jaredites and Lamanites.
How sad that 12 million Mormons
are resting their eternal destiny on such
fiction. Soul winners, we must do all we
can to introduce them to the real Jesus
Christ who is the Saviour of the true
saints in these latter days.
Heinze’s book is gentle enough to
give to a Mormon who is willing to consider the truth. It also contains invaluable information for anyone considering
becoming a Mormon or soul winners
wanting to sharpen their witness to these
precious, lost people.

‘Biggest Street Party in the World’
Seeded With 120,000 Tracts
The Mardi Gras Carnaval in Salvador,
Brazil is the “biggest street party in
the world,” according to street evangelist Danny Callis. Held this year in
mid February, it was attended by over
2 million people. Callis and his teams
prepare months in advance. This year
they distributed over 120,000 gospel tracts
during the week of festivities.
The witnessing teams would set up a
paint talk or music group on the side of
the street to attract attention. Those who
stopped to listen would be given tracts
and soul winners would engage them in
conversation. Callis reported that many
were led to confess Christ as Saviour.
Some members of the teams were
veteran street workers and others were
new at it. But as the new ones watched,

they soon caught on. One girl was very
active helping with setup and support, but
found difficulty in starting a conversation.
Her heart was touched by a young man
who approached her near the music team.
He explained that he was having severe
problems with his family. She counseled
him for twenty minutes and then prayed
with him. The team leader sent a veteran
to help her but found she was doing fine.
From then on, she was a bold soul winner
at the front of the outreach.
The tracts were so well received that
very few were discarded on the ground.
Even then, others would pick them up
and read them as they went along. One
lady showed up at one of the teams with
about 200 wet tracts that she had picked
See Carnaval... on Page 13
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One Thing You Can’t Do in Heaven

Now also in Spanish

Get fired up for witnessing…
and get some great witnessing ideas.

223 pages, paperback, $12.99

Soul Winning Video Going Into
More Languages
Progress continues on more translations of the powerful soul winning video,
Light of the World. Here are some of the
current projects:
Hundreds of copies of the finished
video in Japanese have already been sent
to missionaries in Japan to use among
the groups of people they minister to.
The Japanese people have long been cold
to the gospel through national pride and
ancestor worship. However, recent information indicates that many in the younger
generation are becoming disillusioned
and are looking for some other source for
spiritual meaning. Pray that this video
will get wide distribution with its message
of hope through Jesus Christ.
The Russian translation narration has
been recorded in Moscow and we expect
to receive the sound files soon. Please
pray for this project. Russia is becoming
more and more hostile to Bible believers.
Those who boldly stand for the truth are
being challenged by increasingly restrictive laws.
Preparations have begun for translation
into Arabic. This is another region of
the world where hundreds of millions of

lost souls worship a capricious, uncaring
Allah. Barriers to the truth of the gospel
are formidable. Those who convert to
Christianity are outcast from their families, and sometimes murdered by their
own relatives.
Jesus said, “And this gospel of the
kingdom shall be preached in all the
world for a witness unto all nations; and
then shall the end come.” (Matt. 24:14)
This is the first generation with the technology to fulfill this scripture. With the
gospel in so many forms: tracts, books,
DVDs, and on the internet, it is much
more difficult for false religions and
godless governments to keep their people
bound in ignorance.
Copies of this video have been sowed
into the underground churches in the Far
East and Africa. Missionaries using the
Light of the World video in the local languages report many coming to know Jesus
as Saviour. These translation projects are
funded by the Chick missions fund. For
information on how you can help with
one of these translation projects, call
909-987-0771.
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Evolution...

from page 1

Our explorations on the moon have
turned up many types of evidence that
the earth and its moon have not been
around the billions of years that evolutionists claim. The lunar dust is only one
item of lunar evidence confounding the
evolutionists.
With modern methods of measurement,
scientists have discovered that the moon
is traveling away from the earth at the rate
of one and one-half inches a year. This
means that, if it had been around more
than a few thousand years, it would have
been so close to the earth that it would
have been pulled into the earth by gravity.
The moon rocks brought back by the
astronauts also betrayed the old earth
theory. They contained the short-term
radioactive isotopes Uranium 236 and
Thorium 230 that would have turned to
lead in only a few thousand years. This,

alone, is very important proof that the
moon cannot be older than several thousand years.
Author Vance Ferrell, in his book, The
Evolution Handbook, lists several other
facts about the moon that confound the
theory of evolution. The fact that the
moon still has significant quakes, lava
flows and gas emissions indicates a young
moon. Also significant is the composition
of the lunar soil and the presence of inert
gases on the moon’s surface
The hard evidence continues to overload the evolutionists’ sinking ship of
faith. To defend their position, they have
to resort to shrill accusations that creationists are just trying to push religion. But
the evidence is piling up on our side.
Chick Publications has several excellent
books you can use in witnessing to those
suffering under evolution’s big lie.

Facts
evolutionists
don’t want
you to know
We couldn’t find one
aspect of evolution
that this author does
not, in plain language,
completely dismantle.
Thorough research,
countless quotes, and
an extensive index that
makes it easy to find
anything… plus it’s
inexpensive.
992 pages, paperback, $5.00

I’ve got to stop my evolution
teachers from reading this
book. It will ruin their careers.
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Everything Changed... from page 1
opened the Bible haphazardly and his
eyes fell on Matt 11:28: “Come unto me,
all ye that labour and are heavy laden,
and I will give you rest.”
This teaching was so different from
what he had been taught in Islam.
Captivated, he read more. “Love your
enemies…bless them that despitefully
use you…do good to them that hate
you.”
All of his life he had prayed the standard Muslim prayer to be led in the right
path—the right way. When Jesus said:
“I am the way, the truth and the life,”
Ghazoli responded: “Yes, He is the way,
and I surrendered my soul to the Lord
Jesus Christ, and, behold, everything
changed. It seemed as though I entered
a different valley—a green, wonderful
valley. How beautiful it is for the soul
to surrender to its God and Lord, Jesus
Christ.”
In the first 40 years as a Muslim,
Ghazoli rose to high positions in the
Arab publishing world. With a university degree in economics and political
science, he became editor of a major
Arab newspaper and a consultant to

Tradition...

Libyan leader Mu’ammar Qadhafi as
well as other Arab leaders. He published
dozens of books and wrote thousands of
articles.
But his doubts and disillusionment
with Islam remained in his heart until
he received the Bible and found the
God that he felt had to be out there
somewhere.
First published in Arabic, Christ,
Muhammad and I has been released in
English. In it Ghazoli gives a brief story
of his life, but the majority of the book
is an analysis of the logical discrepancies and contradictions of the Qur’an and
Muhammad’s capricious god, Allah. He
describes how Islam’s Prophet built a
religion around his own sexual lust and
cold-hearted plunder of his neighbors.
Christ, Muhammad and I will provide
valuable background for any soul winner
dealing with the precious Muslim who
is blindly following his Prophet but
knows in his heart there ought to be a
loving God somewhere Who cares about
his soul. Ghazoli pleads with the reader
to see that Jesus is the True Creator, not
Muhammad’s capricious, bloodthirsty Allah.

from page 2

effectively force the people to come to
them to “receive Jesus.” No longer can
they develop a personal relationship with
Him, but must rely on their “church” to
perform a ritual for them.
In case the person really insists on
praying to Jesus, they have a convenient
stand-in, their Virgin Mary Goddess.
Jesus is cast as a formidable Judge best
approached through His mother. If you
want any kind of help from Him, you are
more likely to get it by petitioning His
mother, whom He is reluctant to refuse.
And just to make it easy to reach her, you
are given a convenient vain repetition:
“Hail, Mary, Mother of God. Pray for
us….” (See Matt. 6:7.)
These are the two traditional pillars

keeping Roman Catholicism from collapsing. The word of God tells us that Jesus
desires a personal relationship with us.
All other religions remove His deity or
obscure Him behind a cloud of ritual and
unbiblical traditions.
Roman Catholicism is no exception.
You can see how they, also, have made
the word of God of none effect through
their traditions.
Soul winners, be not deceived by their
pious claims of being the true Christian
church. The Pharisees claimed to be the
true “believers,” but Jesus called them
hypocrites who made their disciples into
“children of hell” through their traditions.
(See Matt. 23:15.)
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New Book Tells How a Respected Muslim

NEW

Mohammad al Ghazoli was a Muslim most of his life. But the more he
read the Qur’an and Hadith (the holy literature of Islam), the more errors
he saw. He learned that the Qur’an is full of errors. Some verses say one
thing, then other verses “unsay” it.
The more he studied about the Prophet Muhammad, the more ungodliness he found. Every time Muhammad lusted after another woman, an
“angel” supposedly gave him a new verse saying it was okay to take her
(even if she was married).
This book provides facts, plus references in the Qur’an, to help you show
Muslims the truth about the cruel religion that holds them in bondage. This
is must reading in today’s world, where Islam is challenging all others.
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Leader Found The True, Loving God
on Islam unlike any I have
Months ago, someone handed me a book
lim, or by a Muslim who
ever read. It was not written by a non-Mus
author was a highly educated
became a Christian at a young age. The
Muslim, in the elite class
man who lived most of his adult life as a
with the rulers of an Islamic country.
st! It is amazing to see
Then he got gloriously saved by Jesus Chri
h and his prophet Muhamthings through his eyes. He exposes Alla
appeared to him, and the
mad, an “angel” (supposedly Gabriel) who
ective of someone who
persp
whole Islamic religion from the fresh
.
time
has seen the true God for the first
of women, Christians
Through his insight, we experience the pain
d by this religious
kille
and
and Jews who were enslaved, tortured
who are forbidden
lims
Mus
ul
fearf
of
system. We feel the emotions
rience the amazing
expe
fully
we
And
.
death
to leave under penalty of
loving Jesus – between the
contrast between an angry Allah and our
Holy Bible and a corrupt Qur’an.
chless as I read. It was a
This book was so exciting! It held me spee
rtantly, at every turn I saw
storehouse of information! But more impo
d to our loving Saviour,
Muhammad, “Gabriel” and Allah compare
for yourself.
Jesus Christ. You’ve got to experience this
published. MohamThat is why I could not wait to see this book
t Mu’ammar Qadhafi of
mad Al Ghazoli, former advisor to Presiden
rstandable English
unde
in
Libya, gave permission to edit his book
of footnotes to
lots
d
adde
(it was originally written in Arabic). We
and why it’s so
ry,
histo
’s
Islam
d
help us Westerners better understan
important to us today.
our mission and believe the
We are at a crossroads. Will we falter in
stians? Or will we take
Chri
as
God
lie that Muslims serve the same
st with these fearful
Chri
share
gly
lovin
up the banner of truth and
ion?
people who are stuck in a hate-filled relig
gh Ghazoli’s eyes, you will
Once you see the truth about Islam throu
God help us to witness to
May
.
again
never see Muslims the same
these precious, lost souls.
David Daniels
Editor of Christ, Muhammad and I
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Why The
King James Bible is The
Perfect Word of God

Jesus referred to copies
of the original manuscripts as “scriptures.”
But some people today
claim only the originals
were inspired. Somebody
is mistaken here.
Here is a great fill-in-theblanks workbook you can
use in classes to show
why people can trust
their KJV Bible.
48 pages, paperback,
$3.99 each, or $15.95
for a 5-Pack (SAVE $4.00)

CHICK MAIL BAG
Your tracts and publications have been
a tremendous blessing and tool that we
have used for the Lord for many years!
A few months ago a teen-age girl we
were praying for got saved after spending the whole day reading all the tracts in
your Chick assortment pack!
— B. G. Ohio
We just wanted to let you know what
a difference your tracts have made in
our Christian walk. We have put many
of them in our church for our young
people as well as our old. The children
not only love them themselves, but have
taken them on the school bus to hand out

to their friends. The children at school
keep asking for more. We also have
been sending assortment packs to new
believers to help them in their walk with
Christ. We have seen a lot of changes
in their lives due to reading them. We
thank God most of all for working on
their hearts through your tracts.
— L. C. New York

May/June 2007
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Kids Love Chick Tracts
— All Over the World
Chick Tracts in a hundred languages
are hard at work sharing the gospel all
over the world. Children especially love
the comic format. Here are some photos
shared with us by missionaries from different corners of the globe.
Missionary Kenneth Bruce writes:
Dear Brothers and Sisters in Christ,
Just wanted you to see the Lord at work
in Indonesia. The attachment is a picture
of kids waving their Indonesian language
tracts from a Catholic Orphanage in
Indonesia. The amazing thing about this
picture is that it was a Catholic Institution
and the Nuns asked for extra tracts. God
is good! Chick tracts work and they do
get read!

The three boys in the bottom picture
received the tracts from Philippine Pastor
Rodellio Mallari. Other pictures are from
Thailand and Poland. The tracts were
supplied by the Chick Mission Fund.
Many soul winners who use Chick tracts
are blessed with extra funds that they
send to us so that more tracts can be supplied to missionaries working in all parts
of the world.
Missionaries and native pastors find
that they can never get enough literature
to use to expand their outreach. Chick
Publications receives many more requests
than we can fill but every dollar that
comes in goes directly for literature for
these worthy ministries. But we have to
caution that we are not authorized to give
a tax-deductible receipt for these gifts.
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HE JOINED
A GROUP
BECAUSE
THEY
ADVERTISED
If you want your
church to grow,
you also need
to “advertise.”
Having your
church name
and information
custom printed
on the back of
10,000 Chick
tracts is a great
way to do it.

MILLIONS
of Custom
Chick Tracts
Printed

Tract Passing
Tips

Visit www.chick.
com/custom to
learn how you
can get a 50%
discount, plus a
FREE custom
back cover.

At every high school you will find
many student automobiles parked along
the adjacent streets. On occasion when
passing our local high school I will park
I put Chick tracts in clear ziplock
and track 30-40 of those automobiles. I
baggies with a little rock inside and leave often pass by after school is out and I’ve
them on driveways. I usually fill up a bag never seen any discarded tracts lying in
with Chick tracts and hop on my bicycle
the street. Obviously, they are being read.
and deliver them that way. It works great! Some of my favorites for this are, “Big
I can get a LOT out in a short period of
Daddy”, “Somebody Goofed”, “The
time. Over 100 in about 30 minutes.
Great Escape”, and “The Long Trip”.
— Ryan
— L. G. Lake Forest, CA
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Little Girl: ‘Dad, We’re Not Doing Very Well!’
Recently a customer called to order
another 10,000 tracts with a special
message on the back cover. He said he
had ordered before but had not bothered
to reorder when he ran out. He said his
10-year-old daughter gave him a wake-up
call.
When they were having family devotions they read the verse about being the
salt of the earth. He asked his family how
they thought they were doing at being
salty. His daughter said, “Not very well.”
When he asked why, she said, “We
don’t give tracts to people and leave
tracts at phone booths and restaurants any
more!”
The father said that her words struck
him in the heart so he immediately placed
another order.
Jesus said that the road to life was

narrow and only a few would find it. But
we do not know who they are, so we
have to spread the seed widely to find
those few. For the rest, the tract will be
a testimony against those who refuse the
gospel when they stand before the Great
White Throne judgment.
Every soul winner needs to ask himself
that question: “How is my salt?” Our
culture is rotting from the inside. Salt
is preservative as well as flavor. Every
Bible believer needs to do his part in flavoring the culture with gospel truth.
Who else will do it? Hollywood and
the public schools are the devil’s playground anymore. The government can’t
fix the culture. Only the Bible believers and
soul winning churches can stand against
Satan’s bulldozer. And we better get busy,
the night is coming when no man can work.

Carnaval: God is Waiting for You... from page 4
up in the street. She said she was going
to take them home and dry them out and
use them in her church’s hospital ministry.
The team made sure she had additional
tracts that were dry.
One young man came and after prayer,
took out a set of keys and threw them
away. He explained that they were special
keys that he had brought with him every
year to steal motorcycles. He said that this
would be the first year that he would not
steal motorcycles at Carnaval.
The police expressed special appreciation for the “light” that the outreach teams
brought to the “darkness”. One police
lady had been called in from the countryside to help with the crowds. Before
she left home, she expressed concern
about the assignment to her mother. “God
is waiting for you in Salvador. Don’t
worry,” her mother told her.
When she got off the bus at her substation, she heard Christian music. She
walked around to the side of the station

and found one of the music teams praising God in the midst of the revelry. She
was so excited that God had prepared
that “just for her.” Many other officers
received the gospel through the tracts,
even asking for extra copies to give to
their buddies.
One young man got off a bus and was
immediately drawn to the Christian music.
A soul winner engaged him in conversation and found that he had “given up on
church” and come to Carnaval to “do it
all.” The Holy Spirit gripped his heart
and he sobbed his way back to the Lord.
Afterward he walked to the bus stop and
caught a bus back toward home.
You don’t have to go to the other side
of the world to do “event evangelism.”
Any hometown parade or sports game
attracts a crowd. And most of them need
the gospel message of hope. What are the
events in your community where you can
plant the seed of the gospel by tracts and
personal witnessing?
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Prison
Ministry
Letters
A prisoner writes: I have read your
comic books thanks to my Grandfather.
The guards at the jail would confiscate
our comic books and then we would see
them reading them. Praise God! I believe
that there were seeds planted.
— J. A. Colorado
I was in jail when I first read Chick
tracts. Someone in jail with me bought
your assortment kit with 80 tracts. I saw
the tracts go from jail cell to jail cell.
The jail went from 5 saved men to 80
men, who were converted and love Jesus
through your ministry. It helped us reach
the lost.
— G. W. Florida

I remember when all I had in a small
two bed cell, was a “Next Step” book
and a Bible in which to study God’s
Word. As I read and knew the truth of
it, then I recommitted my life to Christ.
Today as I look back on my life I see
as how, through the years, the Lord
has used my life as a testimony for His
kingdom. I once had an opportunity
to share my story or a part of it at a
Salvation Army service. I’ve been using
Chick literature in my own street evangelistic work.
— D. B. Pennsylvania

If you wish to provide Chick tracts
to help prisoners find Christ, send
your donation to: Chick Tracts For
Prisoners, Mission Possible, P. O.
Box 836, Inverness, FL. 344510836. You will get a tax deductible
receipt and a newsletter detailing
the progress of their ministry.

QUEEN OF ROME • QUEEN OF ISLAM

QUEEN OF ALL
Three of the world’s massive religions have one thing in common – a young woman named Mary. She has been turned
into a goddess, totally different from the Mary in the Bible.
See how the cult of Mary is being used to unify Catholics,
Islam and Hinduism.
140 pages, paperback, $10.00
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5 LIES SATAN TELLS TEENS
• Immoral sex won’t hurt you
• Suicide will end your problems
• Drugs are a great escape from reality
• No one should have authority over you
• Satanism is a fun way to get power
Learn the plan Satan uses to destroy young
people, and why Jesus is the only way out.
206 pages, paperback, $10.50

A message
from Jack Chick
Dear ones in Christ,
Today I was told what happened to a
lady in the Seattle area. She worked in a
convalescent type facility and a number
of employees were from Sierra Leone,
Africa, all of whom were Muslim. One
man became very angry when he noticed
the little golden cross she was wearing.
He said Christianity was a lie and the
gospel was bull. He also made a death
threat. That man was later given a leave
of absence for mistreating a patient.
This story made sense because I had
just read a book by Brigitte Gabriel
entitled Why They Hate (well worth
reading). Her book reveals Muslim
thinking which is entirely different from
ours. In contrast to the politicians, she
shows us what we are really facing and it
isn’t pretty. She reveals the deep-seated
hate they harbor for any faith other than
Islam.
This is a cruel religion, now on the
offensive, backed with oil money, and
committed to using weapons of mass
destruction. The goal is an Islamic
world. Europe is undergoing riots, which
will eventually happen here. We are
facing a powerful force. Prison officials

are rejecting Chick gospel tracts but
embracing Islamic publications.
In America, the Muslims have an
organization called Council on AmericanIslamic Relations (CAIR) which attacks
anything they find offensive to Muslims.
Besides coming through our borders,
Muslims are having large families to
increase their influence in our culture.
Their ultimate goal is an Islamic flag over
our White House.
So, here we are facing an enemy
within—who hates us. What are we to do
as Bible believers? The Lord Jesus said,
“Love your enemies.” We must pray for
the salvation of these precious Muslims
who are lost and without hope. We must
try our best to lead them away from their
moon god, Allah, to the true and living
God. Muslims, like all others, are sinners
heading for the lake of fire.
John Wesley said, “A tract is the easiest
way to reach a sinner.” He should know.
By salting down England with gospel
tracts and strong preaching, the nation
was saved from revolution.
Our young people are a primary target
of Islam —and they are on the offensive.
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But so are we. God has given us a tract
that He has promised to bless. It is
probably the simplest gospel we have ever
produced. It’s called Set Free? and we
can hardly keep up with the orders. Try to
get at least 5 tracts into the hands of young
people each week.
God told us that the “righteous are
as bold as a lion” and that His word
will not return void. This scripture is
for you: “And in nothing terrified by
your adversaries; which is to them an

evident token of perdition, but to
you of salvation, and that of God.”
Philippians 1:28.
The gospel is more powerful than
Islam, so let’s take on the enemy with
boldness, rescuing the precious souls
who are trapped in this cruel religion.
Your brother in Christ,

Soon, prayer will be back in schools!
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If you order 10,000 copies of one Chick
tract title, we will print your message on
the back cover for FREE! Enjoy the professional look of customized Chick tracts,
and get all 10,000 for HALF PRICE,
PRICE, only
$750.00 USD
(Plus shipping: see below).
Just mail, email or fax us what you’d like
on your back cover. We’ll create a layout to
show you how your back cover will look.
Once you approve it, you will receive your
tracts in about 3 weeks (orders to USA
addresses).

NO MORE
STAMPING
YOUR
TRACTS

* California residents add sales tax.
* No COD’s on custom orders.
NOTE: Your custom back cover will be in two colors, black
plus the second color of the tract you choose.
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